
 

  
 
 

 

 
Child Safety at Jets Gymnastics 

 

At Jets Gymnastics we want all kids and young people who join our gym to feel safe, happy, 
and strong. We really care about the safety of kids, grown-ups, coaches, and everyone 
involved. 

We are committed to making sure you’re having a super fun time while at Jets and we have 
these rules to help everyone stay safe.  

Our super important safety rules 

Keeping you safe: Our number one rule is to make sure you are safe when you’re with us. 
We promise to do everything we can to protect you. 

Zero Tolerance: We don't allow anyone to be mean or hurt kids. If someone does something 
wrong, we take it seriously and make sure we take all the right steps to keep you safe. 

Having fun and being safe: At Jets Gymnastics, we love having fun and keeping everyone 
healthy. That's why: 

• We want everyone to be kind and safe. 
• We make sure no one hurst you on purpose 
• We make sure no one makes you feel bad inside 
• We make sure you get what you need to keep you safe while at Jets Gymnastics 
• We make sure kids have privacy. We make sure no grown up is left alone with a child 

and grown ups don’t go into places where kids change or use bathrooms.  
 
We all look out for everyone: If you see something that doesn’t seem right, speak up. Help 
us to look out for kids like you, grown – ups and coaches. If you're worried about a friend 
you do gym with or they tell you they're scared or hurt, you should always tell a grown-up 
you trust, like your parents or a coach. They'll make sure your friend is safe. 
 
Your opinion matters: We listen to what you have to say and respect your ideas, especially 
when it’s about things that affect you, like your safety. 
 
We respect everyone: We treat everyone like the amazing superstar they are. It doesn’t 
matter where you’re from, how you look or what you believe in.– you deserve to be safe 
and happy. 
 
Fairness for all: We want everyone to be treated fairly and nicely, whether they’re staff, 
volunteers, or participants. 



 

  
 
 

 

 

Adult Safety Rules 

We're all about keeping our gym a friendly and safe place. That means coaches, staff and 
parents follow these rules too: 

• Grown-ups don't go into changing rooms or bathrooms where kids are. 
• Coaches must have checks to make sure they are safe and great to work with 

children. That includes checking their background and asking them and others to 
show us they're suitable for the job. 

• We'll only touch kids if it's needed to keep them safe, like spotting your skills and 
there will always be other grown-ups around. 

• We don’t allow anyone to do anything wrong that could hurt others. 
• We keep checking and updating our safety rules to keep you safe 

 
What do we do if we think you might be in danger: Some people, like teachers and doctors, 
must tell the police if they think a child might be in danger. But anyone who's worried about 
a child can talk to the police or Child Protection. We'll support anyone who reports, and 
they won't get in trouble for it. Our job is to keep everyone including you safe. If we ever 
think a child might be in danger, we'll call for help by dialing 000. 

What Jets Gymnastics will do: If something happens and a child isn’t safe, we’ll jump into 
action to help and protect them. We follow rules and make sure everyone is treated fairly. 

Promoting safety everywhere: We tell everyone about these rules, and we keep copies of 
them in our gym. 

Reviewing the rules: Every year we look at these rules to make sure they’re still good.  If 
you have ideas or thoughts, you can let us know at childsafe@jetsgym.com.au or tell your 
coach or an adult. 

If you have any questions about our rules or need help, you can talk to our Jets Gymnastics 
team by emailing childsafe@jetsgym.com.au or contact @jetsgym.com.au 

Always remember, your safety and happiness are most important to us, and we want you to 
have an awesome time doing gymnastics at Jets Gymnastics 

Stay safe and have fun at Jets Gymnastics! 
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